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Cruise industry
searches for new
homeports amid restart

As the cruise industry emerges
from the global coronavirus pandemic,
it has been faced with the greatest
operational upheaval of our time:
how to restart cruises when ports
and local authorities have conflicting
sets of rules and regulations.
BY AARON SAUNDERS

N

owhere has this been more evident than in the
United States, where the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention had prohibited the operation
of large-scale cruises since March 2020. While
elements of its Conditional Sail Order have been
relaxed and have, as of this writing, made it possible for cruises to
resume from US homeports, the industry has been forced to entirely
rethink its approach to homeport deployment and itineraries.
That, in turn, has yielded some of the most interesting and
innovative itineraries yet. And though most cruise lines have
decided to expand their homeport horizons out of sheer operational
necessity, the gamble made by itinerary planners could pay off in
spades with consumers.

Small ports, big wins
The Bahamian capital of Nassau is no stranger to cruise traffic.
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Pre-pandemic, it was one of the busiest ports in the region, regularly
hosting multiple ships per day on a year-round basis.
Now, Nassau has worked to establish itself as a homeport of
some note, capitalising on confusion over the CDC’s Conditional
Sail Order and Florida’s state law that prohibits businesses from
asking for proof of vaccination against Covid-19.
Luxury line Crystal Cruises became the first to announce it
would homeport in Nassau, deploying Crystal Serenity on a series of
sailings from Nassau and Bimini beginning 4 July 2021.
What made these sailings more noteworthy? Moving homeports
to Nassau didn’t just allow Crystal to operate the same butterfly
Eastern/Western Caribbean itineraries. Instead, it gave it the chance
to form a tourism “bubble” in the Bahamas, with unique Bahamian
immersion cruises.
For Crystal, the decision to operate in the Bahamas was a win
for both parties. Frequent airlift into Nassau’s Lynden Pindling
International Airport and a wide array of hotel accommodations and
resorts made the capital city an ideal turnaround port.
“The new ‘Bahamas Escapes’ cruises will allow travellers to
enjoy luxury cruising now, as well as bring much-needed benefits to
the local workforce, airlines, restaurants, retailers, and hotels for
pre- and post-cruise stays,” said Crystal Cruises’ interim president
and CEO, Jack Anderson. “The launch of these cruises will also
drive economic growth to the Bahamas, which, like other
destinations around the world, has been negatively affected by the
global pandemic.”
“The Bahamas is ready and delighted to welcome cruise visitors
back to the islands and to partner with Crystal Cruises in the effort
to restore and help reactivate our tourism industry and protect jobs
and businesses,” said Dionisio D’Aguilar, Minister of Tourism and
Aviation for the Commonwealth of The Bahamas, during a March
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Freedom of the Seas set sail from Miami on 2 July as Royal Caribbean International’s first ship to cruise from the US in nearly 16 months. The ship
begins 3-night weekend and 4-night weekday cruises this summer to private island destination Perfect Day at CocoCay and Nassau, the Bahamas.
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2021 announcement.
particularly as the country looks to recover from the devastation
He continued, “Crystal Cruises will go on record as the only
wrought to the tourism industry by the Covid-19 pandemic.
cruise line offering Bahamas-only voyages that highlight the
“After the year the industry and region have had, this is a shining
signature features and experiences travellers can find here in our
light to look forward to this coming winter season,” said Lisa
islands, and the support that these cruises will bring to multiple
Cummins, Minister of Tourism in Barbados. “We have wanted to see
communities within the country will be tremendous.”
for some time more homeporting operations from Barbados, the
Soon after, Royal Caribbean announced it
incorporation of pre- and post-stay vacations,
would deploy its 137,276-gt Adventure of the
which expose cruisers to the best Barbados
Seas on new itineraries sailing roundtrip from
has to offer and at a regional level, and the
Nassau. Those sailings, which began in June
development of new itineraries that elevates
2021, were more traditional, pairing a multi-day
the cruise experience throughout the
visit to the line’s private island, Perfect Day at
Caribbean.”
CocoCay, with a stop in Cozumel, Mexico.
Abroad, other unlikely winners have
It marked the first time a Royal Caribbean
emerged. Reykjavik, Iceland, will serve as a
ship had ever homeported in Nassau in the
homeport for both Crystal Cruises and Viking,
company’s 53-year history.
while the latter is also tapping Valletta, Malta,
The line also graced Barbados with its firstas a homeport for Mediterranean sailings.
ever homeport cruises in 2021, deploying the
Though Piraeus, Greece, is no stranger to
1996-built Grandeur of the Seas on new
homeport cruises, more and more lines have
itineraries operating roundtrip from Bridgetown.
been seeking to restart Eastern
“We are excited to grow our long-standing
Mediterranean operations there, buoyed by
partnership with Barbados and introduce
the news that Greece would once again
Bridgetown as Royal Caribbean’s newest
welcome North American travellers into the
homeport,” said Royal Caribbean president
country.
Jack Anderson, Crystal Cruises interim
and CEO, Michael Bayley. “Sailing from the
That influx of capacity, however, has
president and CEO.
heart of the Windward Islands unlocks new
inspired one line to seek an alternative to
memorable vacations to share with family and
Piraeus.
In January, Celestyal Cruises announced that it would move its
friends in breathtaking places, such as Grenada, St Lucia, and now
operations for its short three- and four-night voyages from Piraeus
St Vincent, Trinidad and Tobago.”
to the nearby port of Lavrion. The line revealed it would open a new
Like in the Bahamas, government representatives in Barbados
terminal facility in the port intended to improve the embarkation and
were thrilled by the prospect of increased homeporting activities,
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disembarkation experience.
Lavrion is closer than Piraeus to Athens International Airport,
and it does not require embarking passengers to travel through
Athens in order to embark.
“We are thrilled to be able to announce the exciting news of our
new and convenient departure port of Lavrion Port & Marina, with its
dedicated terminal facility opening to welcome our guests for the
first sailing of our well-established three- and four-night Iconic
Aegean itineraries for the 2021 season,” said Leslie Peden,
Celestyal’s chief commercial officer.
“Lavrion is an historic small Greek town on the outskirts of the
greater Athens area and just a ten-minute drive from the worldrenowned site of the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion. The port and
city of Lavrion is definitely one more interesting destination worth
discovering,” Peden said.

Crystal Serenity.
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Not every homeport has achieved success
On the flip side, not every new homeport announced has been a
success. Some would-be homeports had their hopes dashed just
weeks after announcements for new itineraries were made.
Royal Caribbean’s ambitious plan to deploy its brand-new
Odyssey of the Seas from Haifa on special spring sailings for
vaccinated Israelis was cancelled at the last minute, with the ship
turning around and sailing across the Atlantic bound for Florida as a
result of geopolitical tensions in the region.
In June, Norwegian Cruise Line pulled the plug on its plans to
homeport Norwegian Joy in Montego Bay, Jamaica. The decision
was made just as the CDC was softening its hardline stance on
cruises operating from the US, and several cruise lines began to
announce they would also cancel newly announced sailings in

Royal Caribbean International will call Barbados home for the first time
beginning December 2021. The line will offer vacationers new ways to
experience the southern Caribbean on board Grandeur of the Seas,
including three new ports of call in the islands of Tobago, Trinidad, and
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St Vincent.
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“Drive-to” ports and lack of passports
play a critical role in itinerary
development
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favour of resuming cruises from tried-and-true homeports.
Norwegian also cancelled plans to have Norwegian Gem depart
from the Dominican Republic, while Royal Caribbean axed Vision of
the Seas’ newly announced itineraries from Bermuda.
Norwegian said operational considerations forced it to cancel its
planned voyages from La Romana that were set to launch on 15
August. “We are doing our best to maximise
our operational fleet and active crew to deliver
on cruise vacations in destinations our guests
value the most,” the line said in a statement.

Alabama, is a good example of a drive-to market homeport.
Likewise, international homeports for Caribbean sailings have
had slower uptake in bookings and reservations. A look at Royal
Caribbean’s consumer website in late June showed availability in
July for sailings aboard Adventure of the Seas from Nassau, but
nothing from the US until late August.
Part of this slower booking pattern for
Royal Caribbean’s international Caribbean
sailings is that foreign homeports require
passports, something only 42 per cent of
Americans hold, according to the latest data
from the US government.
Conversely, an American traveller can
board a so-called closed-loop sailing from
Miami with nothing more than a birth certificate
and a driver’s licence.

New Caribbean homeports have faced
significant challenges from the US-driven
consumer market. While cruise lines have
Future change
been eager to partner with islands that are
While some new homeports have had
favourable to receiving ships and passengers
more success than others, the Covid-19
again, the importance of the “drive-to” market
pandemic continues to force the industry to
in the US cannot be ignored.
innovate in ways that would have been
So-called drive-to homeports became
unthinkable in years past.
popular after the events of 11 September
Itineraries, particularly in the Caribbean,
2001, when many American travellers sought
have stagnated over the past two decades,
Michael Bayley, Royal Caribbean
to avoid flying altogether. Instead they would
relying largely on itineraries developed in the
International, president and CEO.
drive – sometimes for days – to reach their
late 1990s and early 2000s.
closest port of embarkation without ever setting
Now, with new embarkation options from Barbados to the
foot on an aeroplane.
Bahamas and back again, the industry is poised to embrace the
These drive-to homeports are incredibly lucrative for many
next decade, with cruise lines and itinerary planners riding the wave
mainstream cruise lines, including Carnival Cruise Line, which
of change as the mass return to the seas begins in earnest.
operates out of some ports that are ignored by other lines. Mobile,
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